TERIOTEC® X PROFILE

A STRONG STRUCTURE, BUT ALSO WITH AN EASY-CLEAN SURFACE TECHNOLOGY.
NATURAL STONE HAPTICS – IN A CALIBRATED STONE BLOCK FORMAT. EASY TO CLEAN AND HYGIENIC.

TerioTec® X Profile is a safe to apply terrace slab that does not only correspond to natural stone in terms of optics but also haptics. This was made possible by the new and especially for TerioTec® X Profile developed glazing technique named “ExtruTec® Print”.

It is another frost-proof terrace slab that is also stress-resistant, easy to clean and anti-slip thanks to the modified “Hardglaze 2.0” by Ströher. The Extrutec® Body Technology guarantees a weatherproof pore structure and a heavily structured reverse-side texture, and thus optimal adhesive properties for fixing the slabs in place.
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TECH TEC® X PROFILE

EXTRUDED. HAPTICAL. IMPRESSIVE.

COLOURS AND FORMAT

705 betone
717 anthra
727 pinar
752 pidra
955 eres
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Ideal adhesive properties through extruded ceramics on rear surface.

10 mm material thickness, calibrated.

Modern, reduced loft design.

Completely decorated angle tile edge.

Frostproof with 25 year guarantee.* Maximum colour stability, matching with flat elements.

175 mm angle tile depth for a fuller overall visual impression and even more reliable handling.

STRÖHER hard-glaze for optimal step security and easy of cleaning.

52 mm angle tile height with ‘integrated drip edge’.
TERIOTEC® X PROFILE

EXTRUDED.
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IMPRESSIVE.

TRIM PIECES

9441 loft stair tread corner®
340 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

9430 loft stair tread tile®
294 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

8102/8108 skirting
294 x 73 x 8 mm
COARSE CERAMICS, COMBINING ANGLE TILE WITH STAIR TREAD TILE, WITH THE INNOVATIVE SPIRIT AND THE CONVENIENCES OF A MARKET LEADER.

Diverse moulded parts, frostproof and fully decorated edge. Perfect utilization fulfilment for surfaces, stair tread tiles and edge pieces. From the classic split tile to oversize elements and innovative balcony edgings. Showing edges with matured ceramic solutions. The new Florentine generation. Modern, reduced linearity: loft stair tread and loft angle tile. The original.